ElFinder returns img plugin syntax instead of image URL

Status
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Subject
ElFinder returns img plugin syntax instead of image URL

Version
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Category
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Description
When using ElFinder as the gallery viewer, browsing for images does not work. ElFinder returns the img plugin syntax instead of the image URL.

The show instance does not work too well. So, I made a screencast

Adding CkEditor image toolbar button to show, too.

Note: This is when using HTML WYSIWYG and the CKEditor Image tool, but will have a go

Solution
r48557

Importance
7
Easy to solve? 5
Priority 35

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
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LastModif
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Comments

Jonny Bradley 19 Nov 13 14:57 GMT-0000

Seems that now you just get the fileId in the URL box, so something's changed here. I think the old filegal manager used to do this ok so the code must be in there somewhere... will look

Attachments

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item4815-ElFinder-returns-img-plugin-syntax-instead-of-image-URL